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The Cottage (home of our Guild) 

Building 2, 10 Russell Drysdale St,  

East Gosford, NSW 2250 

 

All correspondence  

Postal:       The Secretary,  

                   PO Box 4056  

                   East Gosford NSW 2250 

 

Email: cchstagsecretary@gmail.com 

 

Website: www.cottagecrafts.net.au 
 

The Cottage: (02) 4325 4743 
(Phone anytime and leave a message and 

we will get back to you as soon as possible) 

 

Email the Editor: coastalyarn@gmail.com 

Content and Feedback very welcome  
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Presidents Report 

Hello Follow Guild Members 

As another month passes in lockdown, I hope all our members are travelling well. 
We are living through a moment in history that is testing our resilience; I am sure we as a 
Guild will bounce back bigger and better. 
 Isolation is also our enemy besides Covid19; please reach out to those that are living 
alone. A quick phone call can mean the world to those cut off from their family and usual 
social networks. 
The world has changed and we are going to have to change with it, I have every 
confidence that as a Guild we can adapt and thrive during these challenging times. 
Fingers are crossed that we will be able to move on to less restrictive lockdown rules and 
work towards opening up the cottage again. 
Stay safe and healthy. 
 
All the best  Debbie  
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Tuesday Group 
 
It was my granddaughter’s 15th birthday so in lock down what can be bought not a lot, Chemists and Aldi so I 
found a few things and actually she wanted money and just a few little surprises which she always likes. So I 
bought about 9 smelly bits and pieces I made bags for them all and put button and button holes totalling 15. 
There was a couple more presents so I put bows adding up to 15, then I made a bag and put in all the 
presents. After that I put another 15 buttons and button holes, drew her a card, put in the money, made an 

envelope out of material and overlocked it all together which had to cut open. She loved it.  Bev 
 

 
 

Faye’s dyed fleece recently finished 
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When the lockdown began I knew I had to weave some scarves from my spun wool. After 
week 4 of isolation I developed manic feeling as I tried to match wool with other types of 
yarn, ribbon and lace.  My family room became many piles of colours and mess. By scarf 
number 26 the manic feeling started to subside which corresponded with my twice weekly 
walk with Helen.  
 
So I can thank Helen for my return to normality, a tidier family room and improved health. 

Thank goodness for walking buddy (not hubby) 
 
Denise  
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Hello Everyone, 

Thought I would share ~ and extend a huge vote of Thanks to Caitlin W for her inspiration. 
 
As you know, almost all of us have a stash of UFO's ~ in my case quite a few drawers full.  There 
are jumpers that need to be sewn up ~ that my children long since grew out of, there are half 
finished scarves that just need the ends weaving in ..... daresay you get the picture. 
 
I was talking (texting actually in these covid times) with Caitlin who let me know that she has thrown 
herself back into the world of cross stitch......check out her completed piece in the last newsletter. 
Anyway I remembered a beautiful green Celtic knot cross stitch that was "almost" finished in my 
UFO pile. That cross stitch has done some miles! It was a trusty companion for many sailing 
regattas whilst my children were dots on the horizon, it has also seen a fair few soccer matches ~ 
but it's time was now! 
 
Over the last week I have finished the stitching! 
 
All that is left to do is to give it a wash, press frame it........ perhaps I shouldn't rush that part after all 
it has been happily sitting in the drawer for quite a while. 
 
Happy Crafting 

Lisa 
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Community Quilts 
 

Treat yourself  (when lockdown is 
over!)- spend some time at the Cottage 
with those on the same wave length. So 
please lend a hand to create Community 

Quilts. 
 

 
 

                                                  
 
                             Lyn K’s Lockdown 
                                                                                            community Quilt 
                                  Made from scraps 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Helen Williams cot quilt.  
Quilting and binding recently completed - 
a community quilt. 
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Debbie Mullins 
recently completed 

tartan blanket 

 
 

 

My finished wrap using brown bits  
and pieces of yarn. Finally finished  
something bigger than a toy –  
Margaret Cotter 
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Lynn’s Star Rug 

 

 

This is someone else’s UFO that I completed and donated to 

Hammondcare.  Another lockdown project. 
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Lynn’s crocheted lockdown projects 

Crochet bags made from cotton for my granddaughters, easy pattern from Pinterest 

.  

Completed crochet lap rug made with scrap wool for a friend corner 2 corner crochet 
Pattern. Available on YouTube. Easy pattern to do 
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Some eco dyeing I tried at home. This fabric has been dyed with turmeric.  Kathryn Scurrah 
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A Message from Noeline Fraser 

 

I have been attempting a Quilt as You Go Along on my I.Pad with Monica Poole (Monica is an 
Australian designer here on the Coast).  The website is QAYG Pattern Poole, and a new block is 
published each week, with YouTube instructions which are really clear and precise. 

Here is one of the links:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFkwnOPMRF4 

It is another way of using scraps, and I have even been joining scraps of wadding for the base of 
the blocks…it’s amazing what one can do when we can’t get to the shops! 
 
No doubt after we get back to a semblance of our previous lives, there will be bags of de-stashed 
fabrics for donations and scraps for the “dog  beds”….ha ha! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFkwnOPMRF4
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Birthday greetings to: 

Anne B;  

Margaret Cooper;  

Margaret Cotter and  

Eileen M 

To everyone enjoying a birthday in September including members 

 

Floral drawing done by Bev 
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2021/22 Guild Directory 

President Debbie Mullins 

Vice President Sue Nolan 

Treasurer Helen Williams 

Secretary Margaret Cotter  

Public Officer Denise James 

Equipment Officers Bev Smith 

Cottage Manager Linda Bond   

Newsletter Editor Helen Williams  

Librarian Kathryn Scurrah  

Website Administrator Margaret Cotter and Beth Davies  

Community Quilts Coordinator Noelene Fraser and Lynn Kellahan 

Events Coordinators Beth Davies and Kathryn Scurrah   

Life Members  Camelia Rogers,    
Pat de Carle 
Olive Jeffery  
Jenny Campbell 

  

Weekly Activities at Our Cottage 

All craft types are welcome at the Guild at any time. 

Day  Time  Craft Types  

Monday  Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 
Patchwork and Quilting 

Tuesday  Morning All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 
Spinning, Weaving 

Wednesday  Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 
Patchwork and Quilting 

Wednesday  Evening  All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on having a 
good time and sharing 

Thursday  Morning  All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 
Spinning and Yarns 

Saturday  Morning  All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 
Spinning and Yarns –  
 
Community Quilts – 3rd Saturday of the month  
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Dear Guild Members, 

Contributions to the newsletter 

are gratefully received. 

Submissions can be sent to 

coastalyarn@gmail.com  . 

Hardcopy submissions can be 

left in the Newsletter drawer 

on the front table in the 

Cottage. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Hi Guild members 

It is a privilege to take over the newsletter from Lisa, who always seemed 

so busy.  I talked to her recently; she told me about her latest spinning 

project, mentioned her full time work as a manager and said after a few 
years as the newsletter editor she was very grateful that I was willing to 

be the new editor. 

 

I do hope that members are coping under all these lockdown conditions.  I 

know I struggle some days to keep my joy and motivation. 

 

I have not had any more members send me their craft journeys so please 

get out your pen (or your computer) and tell us how you became to be so 

interested in doing your craft.  It would be very much appreciated for the 
next newsletter. 

 

Best wishes 

 

Helen Williams 

 


